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Thirsty for Payback
A companion to the popular television program profiles each cast member,
provides an episode guide, and includes Web sites and quizzes

Myths of greece and rome
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When twenty-two year old Mark Prior jumped at the opportunity of joining his
friends on a backpacking holiday around the Aegean islands, he never imagined
that they'd come across a forgotten relic that would change their lives forever. The
mysterious island of Samothrace is the group's first stop and the epicenter of
secrets, where the blue lightning is harbored, hidden deep within its ancient
mountain. Who are the enigmatic Order of Knights, known as the Clergy, that are
sworn to protect the world from this primeval and forgotten power? What is their
connection to their adversaries, a vagabond group of misfits calling themselves the
Organization? Join the adventures of Mark, Alice, Telemachus and Jose, as they
unleash an ancient power, designed to bestow the wielders of the blue lightning
with extraordinary abilities. Witness their story as they realize the consequences of
their discovery, with half of the world's secret services hot on their heels. Stormcall
is the first installment of the E.M.F. Chronicles, a five-part series of suspenseful
action adventures with a strong science fiction edge. Follow the life of each
character in a tale of friendship, camaraderie, and conflict, from the green slopes
of mount Saos to the magical circle of stones in Glastonbury. T.A. Marks'
remarkable book will keep you guessing, from start to finish.

Bite Me
Thirty-four year old, Mimi Finnegan, is the third of four daughters and in her eyes,
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by far, the most unremarkable. She has no singular accomplishment that can stand
up to any of her sisters. And if that isn't enough, she is the only single sibling in her
family. Mimi is more than ready to meet THE ONE. Enter celebrated British novelist,
Elliot Fielding. The journey will make you laugh, cry and want to pull your hair out
from frustration! Mimi eventually learns she is quite remarkable in her own right
and never needed to worry she lived in her sisters shadows.

Midnight Demon
Half-human and half-demon, Allay has finally warmed up to her new life feeding off
the customers at her downtown bar whens he finds herself brokering a truce
between New York City's most powerful demons. But when she senses assassins
around every corner, Allay hides out of sight and underground-until combatants in
the growing war tempt her back above the surface

Lane Changes
For eighteen years, Nathan Truman and Quinn Anders were best friends. One born
of wealth and privilege, the other born to working people, Nathan and Quinn
shared everything. Sports, music, first kiss, first love. For sixteen years, Nathan has
tried to forget Quinn. Tried to forget the stolen moments they'd shared as kids. He
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joined the Marines, married, not once but twice, went into law enforcement. He
forgot. For sixteen years, Quinn couldn't stop remembering. He fell into addiction,
found music, lost himself, and became a country music superstar. He never forgot.
Sixteen years after their one night together, tragedy conspires to reunite them.
The murder of Quinn's father sets them on a collision course not only with their
past but with a killer. Nathan and Quinn struggle to deal with their past while the
present slowly crashes around them. Brought together by grief, their tentative new
beginning may very well come to a sizzling end, leaving them both out in the cold
forever.

A Standard Dictionary of the English Language
Barely eighteen-year-old heroine Valentine Shapiro got a raw deal in the parent
lottery. Her father was part incubus demon, and her mother's never forgiven her
for that.Life after high school is tough enough without having to go 15 rounds with
your inner demon. Thrown out of the house by her mother, Val puts one foot in
front of the other and does the only thing that seems to make any sense--she
takes aim at the town vampires. A stake a day, keeps the demon at bay. (But don't
call her Buffy. That makes Lola, her demon, very cranky.) Her dark side makes
everyday life a roller coaster, but means she's perfect for her night job as a bounty
hunter. San Antonio's vampires are out of control, and it's up to Val, her faithful
hellhound Fang, and her new partner, a handsome San Antonio police detective, to
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get the deadly fangbangers off the city streets. Soon enough she finds herself deep
in the underbelly of the city, discovering the secrets of the Demon Underground
and fighting to save those she loves. Whether they love her back or not.

“A” Standard Dictionary of the English Language Upon Original
Plans
Demon Dance
"Five Thousand Miles Underground; Or, the Mystery of the Centre of the Earth" by
Roy Rockwood. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.

The Dom Who Loved Me
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When a beautiful young girl from a small town in Louisiana spends her entire
childhood dreaming of going off to college in the Big Apple (New York). Finally,
graduation day comes and you can believe there will be a party to remember on
the Bayou. It seems as if all of New Orleans will miss the young Luvella LeRoux,
who grew up with the nickname "Love". Family and friends lined up to dance with
and say goodbye to the first LeRoux to make it out of the Bayou. Quickly adjusting
to college life and landing the intern job of a lifetime to catapult her dream of
being a major journalist, love accidentally discovers something that could bring
down some of the most influential players in the entertainment world. The sweet,
smart, respected, hard-working, naive and now missing student could have a
secret that will send shock-waves through the music industry like never before.
The investigation grew cold and the cover up was perfect, but when the music
industry elites attended the funeral, they will cross paths with a mourning
grandmother who has secrets of her own. If the pampered and arrogant A-listers
make it out of the Bayou, they may just learn the value of having a peace of mind.
#SHADETREEMAFIA

Warmth
Charm Livingston's life is hell, literally. As a vengeance demon, she resides in the
underworld until a furious soul calls upon her to exact revenge in exchange for ten
years in hell. Being a demon is bad enough, but as the daughter of the devil
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himself she has very little wiggle room for escape. And escaping is all she's ever
dreamed of, leaving the bowels of hell and becoming human is the one dream she
knows she cannot have or can she? When a man is murdered by one of her fellow
demons, the now grieving fianc� calls upon Charm for help. Charm's psychometric
power helps her replay the events leading up to the man's death. In the midst of
arranging justice for her client she meets the angel that was the killer's target.
He's injured and she saves his life, despite the repercussions her actions could
have on her own soul. Daddy dearest wants the angel dead, and she derails the
devil's plans. In return, the angel agrees to help Charm with her greatest wish,
except that ascension isn't going to be easy. She'll need to pass through the
thirteen levels of the underworld by passing thirteen tests in order to overcome the
realm of purgatory and reach the Hall of Akashic Records where her soul can be
reborn. In Father Made Me Do It, she faces her first test and begins her journey
from the underworld to mortal life while she continues to carry out her duty as the
justice demon. The fine line she treads is fraught with danger, and her naivety in
human ways will take readers on an emotional roller coaster of tears and laughter.
* Book contains content of adult nature and is intended for audiences 18 and older

High Miles Club 3-In-1 Erotic Collections 3
A Collections of erotica stories: 1. High Miles Club Amanda and Melissa walked
towards the rest of the crew that was gathered near the gate to the plane. The
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twins always made a few heads turn round. Tall, thin, but with generous curves,
blond hair, fair skin, and the most amazing blue eyes you have ever seen in your
life they were simply gorgeous. Amanda was the vivacious and Melissa the quiet,
silent one. Together they were a dynamic duo. As adults, they worked as
stewardesses for the same airline but it wasn't common for them to work together
on the same flight. But this time, they were. On board was Drake Hunter, their high
school crush. A devious plan was set by one of the sisters that would make their
flight an unforgettable one 2. The Vampire's Photographer For $50,000 and 2
weeks work, all she had to do was taking pre-wed pictures of her clients'. That was
what she thought to be the best deal, or probably not. "His hands dropped my hair,
and slid down to the towel that covered my naked body, and loosened it, watching
it fall to the ground. So far, he hadn't uttered a word and I seemed unable to do it
myself. I couldn't even move. His hands slid to my breasts and captured my
nipples, squeezing them a little hard, ripping a surprised moan out of my lips. He
picked me in his arms and carried to the bed, lying me there, pulling my hands
over my head and tying them with some strips of velvet that hanged from the
headboard. He did the same with my ankles and soon I was tied to the bed, eagle
spread and completely exposed to this man. I wanted to cry and call for help, but
he had to have me under a spell of some sort because I couldn't. I opened my
mouth and the only thing that came out were moans." 3. Blackmailed Being
blackmailed was never a good experience for anybody. Not when your most
intimate forbidden affair was secretly photographed and used as a threat. There
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was no other way than confronting face to face with the blackmailer.just to
findpleasure

Demon Underground
As the magical holiday season is disrupted with an afternoon of horror, it becomes
apparent that the Legions have begun their uprising around the globe, and Ana
does her best to stay strong even though her world has been shattered. It is up to
Ana to find the strength within and not fall prey to the dark side as she begins her
chase to reclaim what's rightfully hers. Realizing that Ana's visions alone are not
enough to protect them, her family begins her training immediately before she is
targeted once more. The Legions will not quit until they get what they want, and
they have made it clear that mortals will not be spared, leaving Ana little time to
figure out what it is the demons are after. As Ana balances her time between
chasing after her destiny and spending her time relearning how to fight demons,
she learns something about her past that could change why she's fighting for
anything at all. Clues continue to unfold in the form of yellowed letters she finds
from Athen buried within an old Tudor home; and her future is signaled in a lone,
white rose left for only her to see giving her the strength to persevere. She is
determined to not give up faith that she will have it all once more.
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Promptings
What if dreams are more than dreams? This magical realism novel is the first in a
trilogy that is historical fiction, love story and spiritual quest. It is about magic and
mysticism, faith and initiation. It is about the soul of art. Woven through history is a
love story of many parts, remembered and built upon through the centuries. A
great love passes on through generations in some undeniable memory in the flesh,
and also reappears in new lives from distant places. Mystical love calls to couples
throughout time to bring them together again and again. This remembering travels
both ways in time, existing in that place beyond time where love lives. There are
vague memories, subtle warnings and obscure communications between
individuals separated by centuries. Lives weave together throughout more than
five hundred years, paralleling contemporary events. Religious intolerance, fear
and greed generate the Spanish Inquisition and the religious wars in Europe that
reach a decisive moment with the defeat of the Spanish Armada. Ninety-six years
earlier, in the same year that Ferdinand and Isabella sent the three ships that
discovered the New World, Spain's power had begun to weaken with the expulsion
of the Jews and Muslims. The wisdom and skills of the Islamic and Jewish citizens
was what had helped make Spain what it was, but fear caused the end of that
golden age. These two critical points in history and what follows are the setting for
this novel, but other times are connected over many thousands of years. The story
opens in Spain in the 15th Century, with Jewish, Islamic and Christian children
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playing together as innocents without prejudice or fear. Throughout the book,
there is an underlying theme of Hope and Faith manifested in mystical ways. This
faith lives in ancient Celtic traditions, as well as Jewish, Islamic and Christian forms,
both Catholic and Protestant. Truth is truth, no matter what form it chooses to
wrap itself inside. Love empowers many characters in various ways and transforms
them into their best. The world of nature sometimes comes to their aid in
miraculous ways, and enemies who are treated with love become allies. There are
no greater mysteries than time and consciousness and the memories that connect
us to the whole of our lives and beyond. The deja vu and vague precognitive
experiences that all of us have felt to some degree are the tip of the iceberg of this
mystery. The supernatural in our lives is often liberated by powerful emotions like
love and fear. We all are familiar with stories about mothers who have sensed
when their children are in danger or when a loved one is in crisis. There is an
undeniable connection that doesn't fit neatly into our view of everyday physical
life. There is a larger world we glimpse as we timidly awake. Editorial Review:
Lyrically, hauntingly beautiful.this is storytelling at its best. -- Phyllis Tickle Founding editor of the Religion Department of Publishers Weekly and author of
dozens of books, including The Great Emergence: How Christianity Is Changing and
Why

Try Me
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The vampires want it. The demons want it, too. And someone is willing to kill Val
for it. Val and Fang have to find the powerful Encyclopedia Magicka before either of
San Antonio's warring underworld factions locate it or the consequences will be
deadly for the entire city. As usual, Val's vampire enemies (they still call her The
Slayer) want her dead. Even some of her fellow demons may be less than
trustworthy, since they'd like to grab the legendary book of spells before she does.
Val has a personal claim to the Encyclopedia--her demon father left it to her when
he died--but someone stole it recently. And that can't be good. Battling vamps and
dodging demons, Val struggles to unravel the mystery and find the thief. At the
same time, she's fighting her attraction to sweet, sexy Shade--her favorite shadow
demon. Rumor has it that Val will lose her part-demon, vampire-fighting powers if
she gives herself to him. With a crowd of vamps and demons out to trick her or kill
her, it's not a good time for her to risk her job as the city's best vampire hunter by
falling in love. The stakes are high and aimed right at her heart. But Lola, Val's
hungry little lust demon, doesn't like being denied. Will Lola finally get her way?
What's a part-lust-demon-teen supposed to do? Whatever it takes.

Unapologetically, Me.
Mary Kate Dupree has been spinning her wheels for too long. Trapped in an
abusive marriage to an overbearing good ol’ boy, she finally decides to break the
cycle when she heads out to pick up her husband's dry cleaning and instead picks
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up a handsome hitchhiker. They impulsively set off on a road trip of self-discovery,
peeling away layers of their dark pasts en route to Niagara Falls, but once there
will they take the leap?

The Reinvention of Mimi Finnegan
Omnibus Edition of All Six Books in the Mutation Z SeriesEbola, one of the most
feared of the hemorrhagic diseases, begins spreading across the borders of
countries in West Africa. Soon after, the disease mutates into the "Z" or Zombie
Virus. Journalist Hunter Morgan uncovers a disturbing connection between ChenZamora Pharmaceuticals and this mutation. Further investigation reveals a web of
sinister intrigue connecting the pharmaceutical company to a treatment and
research camp in West Africa, U.S. government officials, the CDC and the World
Health Organization. Racing against time to find a cure, Hunter and several
scientists go underground in order to hide from powerful forces trying to silence
them forever.

Bite Me!
This book is a compilation of my thoughts-- transformed into poems, quotes, and
self notes. At the unseasoned age of 20, I can testify to life taking me through
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some expected changes and detours. There were many days that I couldn't speak,
think, or even write clearly. Through silence, prayer, and this little writing outlet,
I've learned so much. I've found inspiration in the most unexpected places. I've
learned that it's okay to cry. It's okay to not know all the answers. It's okay to be
you-- Unapologetically you. Sometimes, it's even okay to feel lost.. So long as you
remember who you are. We're all destined for greatness and success. I pray this
book opens minds, encourages smiles, and inspires creativity. Above all, I'm
forever grateful to my Heavenly Father for his magnificent plan over my life.

Stormcall
I've fallen for Taylor.When we first met, I was an idiot and didn't realize she was a
bombshell. But when I kissed her, sparks flew.Not sparks. Fireworks. I've tried to
deny my feelings for weeks, but I can't keep doing it. Relationships aren't for me,
not after the way I got my heart crushed.But I can't help wondering if a relationship
would be different with Taylor.Maybe it would.But then an unnecessary obstacle
comes my way.

Fang Me
In a city of the dead, long since ruined and far from human civilization, lives a
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single human child. His name is Will, and he's being raised by three undead: the
hearty skeletal warrior, Blood; the graceful mummified priestess, Mary; and the
crotchety spectral sorcerer, Gus. The three pour love into the boy, and teach him
all they know. But one day, Will starts to wonder: "Who am I?" Will must unravel
the mysteries of this faraway dead man's land, and unearth the secret pasts of the
undead. He must learn the love and mercy of the good gods, and the bigotry and
madness of the bad. And when he knows it all, the boy will take his first step on the
path to becoming a Paladin. "I promised you. It's gonna take a while, but I'll tell you
everything. This is the story of the deaths of many heroes. It's the story of how we
died, and it's the reason you grew up here."

Awakenings
I waited until the last two years of high school to take Spanish and am now one of
only three seniors; Sam and Rob are the others. Every day we have to conjugate
verbs and today, the teacher was in a rare mood. Amar: to love That's what I
associated with Rob Holland, the newest student at Naylorville High who somehow
has the power to make me blush, stammer and trip all at once. Molestar: to annoy
That should be Sam Seeley's middle name. Since seventh grade he has annoyed
me to the point where I should earn a gold medal for ignoring him. Matar: to kill
This is what I want to do to the person putting black origami roses in my locker,
writing hateful notes, rude emails and texts and throwing a rock at my bedroom
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window. Nadar: to swim My one talent. A college scholarship I desperately need.
Something I never thought I wouldn't be able to do until an "accident" cuts my
swim season short. Aprender: to learn I have a lot to learn. About Rob and how
emotionally stunted a person can be. About Sam and how his life isn't better than
anyone else's. About how one friend's mental illness can have lasting effects.
About love. About myselfLane Meyers.

Anywhere But Here
Suelette Dreyfus and her co-author, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, tell the
extraordinary true story of the computer underground, and the bizarre lives and
crimes of an elite ring of international hackers who took on the establishment.
Spanning three continents and a decade of high level infiltration, they created
chaos amongst some of the world's biggest and most powerful organisations,
including NASA and the US military. Brilliant and obsessed, many of them found
themselves addicted to hacking and phreaking. Some descended into drugs and
madness, others ended up in jail. As riveting as the finest detective novel and
meticulously researched, Underground follows the hackers through their crimes,
their betrayals, the hunt, raids and investigations. It is a gripping tale of the digital
underground.
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The Faraway Paladin: Volume 1
Do you frequently find yourself asking, Why?" This book will, prayerfully, prompt
you to see God acting in every circumstance in your life, from the mundane to the
monumental; to appreciate that the Creator does, indeed, cause "all things [to]
work for good to them that love God, to them who are called according to His
purpose." (Romans 8:28) Through prose and poems based on personal
experiences, the author shares pieces of her journey through faith-building events.
If you have trouble focusing on God and His agenda, this book will sharpen your
vision and lead you to reconsider God's purpose for the events in which you may
find yourself involved on a daily basis.

Webster's II New College Dictionary
Someone is hunting shadow demons. A magical amulet is trying to control Val. A
sexy cowboy vamp is tired of waiting. When unknown demon hunters from a dark
religious sect focus on killing Shade, Val's ex-boyfriend and shadow demon, she
has to bury her feelings of rejection and do her job as Paladin for the Demon
Underground. But protecting Shade is more difficult than she ever imagined. Shade
is fighting his own internal demons as long-suppressed memories begin to surface.
Lola, Val's inner succubus, can barely suck, which leaves Val dangerously weak.
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Austin, Lola's vamp of choice over Val's objections insists his job is to protect the
Paladin regardless of Val's opinion on the matter. Fang is distracted by the
impending birth of his pups. Val is distracted by Austin and the tangle of feelings
she has for two gorgeously irritating guys who couldn't be more different. When
she learns the demon hunters' shocking identities, Val will need all her allies ready,
willing and able to help her fight. Even with luck, the cost of saving the world may
be more than Val can bear to pay. "Love, betrayal, vampires, and a mystery. How
much better can it get than that?"--That Teen Can Blog ". . . fast paced, exciting
storylines . . . The ending took me by surprise; I can't wait for the fourth book to
come out!"--C.J. Harris, Vampire Librarian ". . . big, shocking and intense."--Lara
Taylor, Fresh Fiction

Father Made Me Do It
Two kids from the streets are adopted by the President of an MC. Bad guys are
after them. Their Uncles step up to protect them. Meet the family and the
Grandfather that founded the club. These kids are treated like royalty. The Royals
of The Horsemen M.C.

Catch Me
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A routine mission Sean Taggart is hunting a deadly terrorist, and his only lead is
the lovely Grace Hawthorne. She's the executive assistant for an employment
agency Sean suspects is a front for illegal activities. To get the truth, he is going to
have to get very close to Grace, a task he is all too eager to undertake when he
discovers her deliciously submissive nature. turns into a dangerous seduction.
Soon, Grace Hawthorne is living a double life. By day, she is the widowed mother of
two college-aged sons. By night, she submits to Sean's every dark desire. She's
living out her wildest fantasies of pleasure--intimate acts of trust she's only read
about. As passion engulfs her, a murderer strikes, and Grace learns that Sean has
a deeply hidden agenda. Will Sean choose his mission and break her heart or be
the Master of her dreams? A Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake

Mutation Z Omnibus Edition
Lenore Lee wants nothing more than to make new friends in her new town of
Whitby, Yorkshire, and to forget about the disturbing dreams that hold her captive
at night. But what she discovers in Whitby, might be even more disturbing than the
dreams. Dreams which may hold the key to her survival in the hidden world of the
Supernatural

Secret Funding
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Kerry Sanderson's life is falling apart. He's crushing himself to fit into the boxes
others have put him in: dutiful son, good boyfriend, real man. But even the small
rebellions he's fought for himself-moving into a sketchy part of town and becoming
an exotic dancer-aren't giving him the freedom he needs. Ewyn Garrity, a security
guard at the gay club where Kerry dances, has found himself in protecting others.
Everyone thinks he's straight, but Ewyn doesn't fit into simple boxes, either. When
he meets Kerry, he makes a not completely innocent offer of company after work.
Ewyn and Kerry hit it off, each finding something he desperately needs in the
other. But when Kerry is forced to confront the pain and self-doubt that keep him
crushed in his boxes, he's afraid that no one, not even Ewyn, will be able to love
who he is when he finally, truly becomes Kerry. (M/M, M/GQ)

Five Thousand Miles Underground; Or, the Mystery of the
Centre of the Earth
Synopsis - Young, handsome, sometimes cruel. Noah Kress is a hardened broker,
skilled enough to bring success to his company and determined to face the evergrowing challenges of the venture capital market. In his private life he is Master
Noah, a very popular dominator at the Circle, one of the most exclusive private
clubs in Boston. For him, at work as well as in the dungeon, people and events are
just variables to be interpreted, numbers to be broken down, combinations to
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consider and evaluate. But when the latest, most difficult deal threatens to make
his company sink without trace, his only chance seems to be the large investment
fund managed by the mysterious Martin Scheer. And in order to provide credit,
Martin demands a very special guarantee. For both of them it's just business. Yet,
what was supposed to be a mere contract might just shatter the perfect surface of
their lives. And will talented player Noah be willing to gamble following brand new
rules? Due to m/m mature content, this book is recommended for an adult
audience.

Hip Hop Murdered Me
Her loyalties will be tested. "[The series is] an absolute joy to read! I laughed out
loud. Repeatedly. Bite Me, Try Me, Fang Me." - @ Books With Bite What's a vampire
slayer to do when San Antonio's vampire leader goes missing and rogue vampires
are suddenly on the rise? Find him and bring him back--no matter what the
cost--before the vacuum of power pits vampire against vampire in a deadly
showdown for supremacy . . . with her boyfriend Austin's immortal life at stake.
When she discovers that her ex, Shade, may have been "accidentally" responsible,
Val Shapiro's problems take on a whole new dimension and her loyalty to everyone
in her life will be tested. Parker blue lives in the wilds of Colorado with her own
faithful hellhound, and she's hard at work on the next Val Shapiro book in the
Demon Underground Series.
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In from the Cold
Underground
Becoming Kerry
A newly updated edition of the dictionary features more than 200,000 definitions,
as well as revised charts and tables, proofreaders' marks, synonym lists, word
histories, and context examples.

Whitby After Dark
Deep in the bowels of Rhuddlan Castle the ancient vampire Lilly waits, reflecting on
the bizarre twists of fate that brought her here. Leaving behind her lover and
maker Gabriele, Lilly treads a path between instinct and survival: always living in
fear of paradox. Through a series of mysterious time portals she samples as many
ages as she does victims, railing against the forces of destiny to fight her way back
to her own time. From a veritable Garden of Eden, through Viking rape, pillage and
massacre, via the Machiavellian salons of sixteenth-century Rome and violent
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twentieth-century Stockholm nightclubs, she has learned the hard way what being
a vampire really means. Can Lilly now reconcile her love of Gabriele with the
freedom she has enjoyed to love elsewhere? Winner of the British Fantasy Award
for Best Novel 2010. 'Enticing, shocking and delightful A fast moving story that's
spellbinding, as thrilling as it is intelligent and thought provoking Sam Stone writes
with stylish panache.' Simon Clark

The Horsemen
From NY Times Bestselling Author, Marie Astor - In a blink of an eye Allyson
Roberts loses her fiancé, her employment, and her fortune. Just when she seems to
have hit the bottom, Ally is recruited by an undercover agency that is interested in
her skills. She takes the job with only one goal in mind: to clear her father’s name.
Payback is the only thought on her mind as she convinces herself that her heart
has no room for love–or does it? A former top agent in his field, Jake Morrissey has
inner demons he can’t put to rest. Now he bides his time as a training instructor.
He’s sworn off women, but try as he might he can’t keep his eyes off Allyson
Roberts. When he’s asked to partner up with Ally on a new assignment, Jake is
tempted to end his retirement. Will he keep running from his fears or will he find
the strength to become the man he once was?
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Clive Barker's Books of Blood
"I hate the dead. They have no self-control" - Sera. She is ghula - one of the
extremely long-lived though not immortal flesh eaters whose lives can end in only
one way - in resurrection as a hungry, ambulatory corpse who will spend the short
days of its unlife rotting, eating, and infecting as many as possible. Sera compares
her life to a dark comedy - trapped with an unwanted pregnancy for the past 600
years, constantly afraid that the fetus will die and go zombie in-utero, always cold
and constantly running a fever like every other ghoul on the planet. Luckily, two
things in life sustain her: her joy in hunting and destroying the Dead, and the
constant seeking of comfort in warmth.

Dare Me
I survived my senior year of high school despite being turned into a vampire.
Summer break should be a snap. No getting up early or making excuses why I
can't make it to class or hang out with my friends. I had hoped to put the events of
last year behind me. Unfortunately, the Sidhe won't let me. Nobody holds a grudge
like they do, especially when you kill one of their own. They're intent on making my
life miserable and considerably shorter. When Ann's parents vanish while
vacationing in Maine, we head out to find them. Of course the Sidhe follow and I
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manage to capture the interest of another vampire. One who wants answers as to
what makes me different. Answers I don't have and that might just get me killed
for good this time. Dealing with supernatural attacks while trying to find Ann's
parents keeps us on our toes but as long we're together, we can handle anything.
At least until things really start to fall apart.

The Watchers Trilogy: Legions
Waking Remembering
This part-demon teen vampire fighter and her faithful terrier hellhound are once
again patrolling the dark city streets of San Antonio, Texas. Val's hunky human
partner, Detective Dan Sullivan, is giving her the cold shoulder since she beheaded
his vampire ex-fiance. Vamp leader Alejandro is struggling to keep the peace
between vamps, demons and humans. The mucho powerful Encyclopedia Magicka
has been stolen, someone in the Demon Underground is poisoning vamps, and
Val's inner lust demon, Lola, is getting very restless since Val's now partnered with
sexy Shade, the shadow demon with the blond good looks of an angel. The second
book in Parker Blue's Demon Underground urban fantasy series plunges readers
deeper into a heady world of passion, friendship, intrigue and mystery. Parker Blue
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lives in the wilds of Colorado with her own faithful hellhound, and she's hard at
work on the next Val Shapiro book in the Demon Underground series.

Spark
One person's struggle with mental illness and a painful neurological condition
created a world where suicide was thought to be the only way out. Until a college
research project helped him to discover the world of suicidology that saved him.

Summer Break Blues
When sixteen-year old Jacey Adison's parents tell her they must move again, she
has never questioned their life style. Until nowWhen Jacey was two, her parents
fled the protection of their birthplace, the mystical dimension of Nemele. Leaving
was the only solution her parents believed might allow them to keep their family
together and alive. The Adisons have been running from a sect of iniquitous beings
from Nemele who covet Jacey. Her parents have repressed their adversaries'
relentless tracking efforts by not utilizing their own mystical powers. They have
chosen to conceal themselves within the only realm they knew they'd be able to
survive. They are living under their self-imposed powerless sanctions on Earth,
which constitutes the nineteenth nation of Nemele. Her parents have never
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revealed their true identities to Jacey, consequently keeping her true lineage and
unique birthright from her. Jacey's family has pretended to be non-magical humans
as a ploy to prevent an ancient omnipotent entity from killing more innocent
beings in its relentless quest to possess Jacey. Nemele's inhabitants have been the
elemental architectural guides of a number of nations throughout the cosmos. As
Elemental Governors, they've influenced the evolution of eighteen other realms
throughout the galaxy. Air, earth, wind, fire and water are gifted to each member
within the Nemelite Society. It is during their Awakening, or adolescent stage of
development, that their talents emerge. Every legend, myth and folklore human
beings have believed in and have worshiped since the beginning of time originate
within Nemele. Representatives from each of the nineteen nations form the Guild
of Elders, a federation to oversee and rule Nemele. From Greek Gods to shape
-shifting dragons, all exist. Born as an anomaly, Jacey possesses rare abilities that
both virtuous and corrupt entities seek to use as their own. Should either side
prevail, Jacey may be the saviour or downfall of every world within Nemele's
domains. Blindly thrust into life and death situations, Jacey learns of her true
powers within her dreaming and conscious states.
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